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SIAMBONDX-SERIES is a higher quality of aluminum composite material

consists of two pre-coated aluminum skins thermo-bonded to 

a non-combustible mineral filled core (FR). 

C.K.B. PLATE STEEL CO.,LTD. was established in 2003 , we are total 

aluminium composite manufacturer with excellent production line machines,

we have become one of the highest potential aluminium composite 

producers in Thailand by using German technology to operate SIAMBONDX-SERIES.
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SIAMBONDX-SERIES uses the highest quality 
paints SIAMBONDX-SERIES uses high quality 
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) paints with 
outstanding weather resistance for roll-coated 
aluminum coils. The excellent durability of PVDF 
has been proven in the developed countries 
over the past decades. Homogeneous 
application of PVDF gives SIAMBONDX-SERIES 
unequaled weatherproofing and allows a wide 
range of color effects. As the alloy is seawater 
resistant, SIAMBONDX-SERIES can be in 
extreme climate zones. The superb long-lasting 
of surface quality of SIAMBONDX-SERIES 
gives building enduring architectural value. 
(Resource: Novelis)
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SIAMBONDX-SERIES enables various colors 
and textures. There are various types of color 
shades selection supply, either solid colors 
which having the same color all over and metallic 
colors are color appearing to be that of a polished 
metal with the small metal flakes included in 
the paint create a sparkling effect. Pearl color, 
it is interesting for those who love to view 
buildings in a shining style of pearl and feel it 
as valuable gems all the time. Another of these, 
we similarly have optional selection of stainless colors 
and high gloss colors for unlimited architect’s 
imagination who can realize whatever color 
and texture effects they want with us. Thus, 
we can surely offer the best answer for truly 
innovative and expressive architecture. 
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With the quality of SIAMBONDX-SERIES is 
guaranteed by Novelis Asia, the global leader in 
aluminum rolled products, based on the 
standards of the American Societyfor testing 
and materials. Assured in product quality, 
Novelis offers quality assurance for SIAMBOND 
X-SERIES for up to 20 years. 
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PVDF Kynar 500 (70/30): SIAMBONDX-SERIES 
use PVDF coil coating system, we considered 
the standard for high performance coating in 
the building construction industry, especially on 
account of its beauty and durability. It is perfectly 
appropriate to violent environments and extreme 
climate conditions.
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SIAMBONDX-SERIES is eco-friendly 
material provider. Due to our roll-coated 
aluminum coils are manufactured by the 
global leader in aluminum recycling, Novelis. 
Therefore, SIAMBONDX-SERIES is 
environmentally friendly to the natural 
state and also the aluminum itself can be 
recycled endlessly.
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SIAMBONDX-SERIES 
ADVANTAGES
•  Domestic manufacturer
•  Premium aluminium alloy  3105  H14 
•  Use Novelis, the world’s largest rolled 
   aluminium manufacturer
•  Base Aluminium thickness 0.5/0.5 mm
•  PVDF coil coating system by PPG 
   duranar painted
•  Special sizes or custom design are 
   available
•  ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification
•  Warranty on coating thickness from 15-20 years
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SIZE
ITEM THICKNESS 

(MM)
ALUMINIUM 

THICKNESS (MM)
PANEL 

WIDTH (MM)
PANEL 

LENGTH (MM)

Standard

Options

4.0

3.0 - 5.0 0.30 - 0.60 900, 1220, 1500

0.5 1,250 2,470

< 15,000

Aluminium Base

Core

Coating System

Front side / 
Exposed Surface

Rear Side / 
Un-exposed 
Surface

Adhesive

Protective Film

Process

Warrantee

Standard Colors

 DESCRIPTIONSITEM

Aluminium Alloy AA3105:H14 by Novelis

High Polymer Adhesive Film (Hot Melt Bonding Film)

Poly Film Anti-UV

Thermal/Press Laminate Process system

SOLID COLORS
METALLIC COLORS
PEARL COLORS
DUAL COLORS

15-20  years (Depending on coating thickness)

PE (Polyethylene Plastic Core) 
FR (Non-Combustible Mineral Filed Core)

PVDF KYNAR 500 by PPG Duranar, FEVE
2 Layers 2 Bakes  25(+/-3) Microns
3 Layers 3 Bakes 35(+/-3) Microns

Epoxy Primer, Chromated, Polyester, Mill Finished

SPECIFICATIONS 
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FIRE BEHAVIOR
SIAMBONDX-SERIES  retards the rapid spread of fire 

through the non-inflammable aluminum cover sheets 

which protect the poly-ethylene core without toxicity.

SIAMBONDX-SERIES/fr is a fire-safe material with a 

flameretardant mineral core to prevent the proliferation 

of flames and restrict the development of smoke 

detrimental to evacuation activities. It also meets the 

mandatory requirements for interior and exterior use 

in most countries. The following technical data is from 

the report issued by TUV, SGS U.K. Co., Ltd & SGS U.S. 

Testing Company Inc, respectively. 

BS: British Standard; ASTM: American Society for 

Testing and Materials For more detials, please refer to 

a full set of SIAMBONDX-SERIES data sheets or consult 

our nearest technical advisor for advice.
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We use Aluminium Color Coated Coil from Novelis with liquid paint by Duranar   PPG coil coating. 

Duranar   coating is fluoropolymer (PVDF KYNAR-500) coatings meet AAMA 2605 performance

specifications, providing outstanding durabil ity and performance in normal environments. 

Recommended for preformed aluminum components, such as storefronts, curtain walls, windows 

and louvers, Duranar   coatings are re sistant to chalking, fading, chipping and peeling. The coatings 

are available in a wide range of warm, earth tones, offering excellent panel-to-panel color consistency 

compared to anodic finishes.

®

®

®
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SIAM BONDX-SERIES  prides itself for producing high quality aluminiumcomposite panel sheets. 

QA and QC is of the utmostimportance to us and no effort or resource is spared to ensure that 

every delivery of the raw materials to our factory and the production of the Panels Sheets are 

vigorously inspected by our qualified and experienced Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality 

Control (QC) team, who have on average over 10 years of industry experience.

Our in-house laboratory is equipped with the latest technologically advanced testing and 

measuring equipment. With such equipmentat our disposal in our factory, along with a team

of highly qualified QA and QC managers, we are able to inspect and check on all aspects of QA 

and QC according to various International Standards, such as ASTM,BS, GB and EN.

All the raw materials delivered to our factory by our material suppliers are inspected and verified, 

before they can be used in the production of an order. At every step of a production, our QA and QC 

managers will be physically on the production line to sign off on each batch of a production to 

ensure that the production meets our strict quality standards.
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SIAMBONDX-SERIES aluminium composite panels can be 
processed and shaped with ordinary wood and metal 
processing tools for cutting, sawing, miling, punching, folding 
and bending etc. The product can precisely be made into
various kinds of shapes in accordance with the design 
requirements. which is incomparable for other meterials.

INSTALLATION
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PROJECT 
REFERENCES
WWW.SIAMBOND.COM
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